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To: Superintendents, Southwest Region

Fron: Regional Director, Southwest Region

Subject: Dendrochronology Research

Enclosed for your infornation is a report generated fron tree
ring analysis at El Malpais National Monument. This study
proviaes in accurate picture of the Southwest climate over the
past 2,OOO years, almost double the length of t ine rePresented in
previous studies.

I suspect that both resource managtement and interpretive staffs
will find this study thought provoking, and you are encouraged to
give it wide distribution.

Questions should be directed to Cliff Chetwin, Chief, Branch of
Aviation and Fire Management, Southwest Region, 3t 505-988-6LL2.
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THE RARE, OLD-AGED CONIFERS OF THE

UNDERSTANDING CLIMATIC CHANGE IN

ALPAIS: THEIR ROLE IN

E AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

HENRI D. GR/SSINO-MAYER, THOMAS W. S}ry TNAM, and REX K. ADAMS

Laboratory of Tree-Ring Research, University of , Tucson, Arizona 85721 USA

Introduction

In the mid-1940's, ecologist Alton Lindsey n a systematic floristic study of the

area later to become El Malpais National Monument I This research, subsequently pub-
I

lished in the journal Ecological Monograpfts (Lindsey,l 1951), was the first comprehensive

survey of the flora of the malpais in relation to the unique habitats found on the lava flows.

The monograph particularly emphasized the unique niture of various species of trees,

shrubs, mosses, and algae. Lindsey discovered entire $tands of Douglas-fn (Pseudotsuga

menziesii), ponderosa pine (Pinus ponderosa), pinlonl( Pinus eduhs),and various species of

juniper (Juniperus spp.) trees existing in areas with titile soil throughout the malpais. In his

many excursions onto the lava flows, Lindsey also dis(overed that both Douglas-fir and

ponderosa pine trees growing on the malpais lava great ages He cored numerous

individual trees to investigate the relationship betwee tree growth and substrate material

More than 40 years later, we sampled in these me areas and confirmed that these

trees hold great potential for revealing past climatic

years. Using dendrochronology, the science of tree-

over the last 1,000 to 2,000

dating, researchers can absolutely

date to the exact year of formation each tree ring tl by the malpais trees over their

respective lifespans Because tree growth is strongly with regional climate

(Fritts, Smith, and Stokes, 1965; Fritts, 1976), tologisS (scientists who study

past climate from tree rings) can analyze the widths each individual tree ring and deter-

mine how much rainfall fell in any given year long ore climate records were kept



Furthermore, by reconstructing climate from tree rings, dendroclimatologists can learn

about past long-tr?rm trends in climate and determine whether extended periods existed in

the past when climate was particularly favorable or unfavorable for human and plant

populations when compared to modern climate records. We can then relate these long-

term climate trends to our knowledge about the behavior of the Ancestral Puebloan culture

of the Four Corners area of the Southwesl This leads to an intriguing question asked by

many archaeologists and visitors to the abandoned ruins of the Southwest: Could climate

have been partially responsible for the abandonment and migratory behavior of these

ancient inhabitants? Perhaps the old-aged conifers of the malpais can provide some an-

swers to these long-perplexing questions

How Trees Can Grow on the Lava Surfaces

The presence of trees on the lava flows at first appears paradoxical: How is it possi-

ble for such humid-site trees like Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine to exist on the seemingly

harsh lava surfaces with little soil and an apparent lack of water? Our field reconnaissance

essentially supported the observation first made by Lindsey (1951) that the lava flows

support a more mesophytic vegetation tlpe (ie., plants that grow in more humid condi-

tions) than areas off the lava flows This observation suggests that the lava substrate

somehow alters environmental conditions to allow certain species to exist in areas that

would otherwise be considered inhospitable. This further suggests that the relationship

between lava substrate and its abitity to retain moisture is important in determining the

distribution of plants throughout the malpais (Lindsey, 1951). We hypothesize, as did

Lindsey, that the porous nature of the lava acts as a reservoir that traps and holds moisture

from winter snowmelt and summer monsoonal rainfall Ice caves that occur throughout the

malpais provide evidence that the lava may act as a special type of aquifer. The lava there-

fore retains water necessary for Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine establishment and contin-



ued propagation.

Sampling the Living Malpais Trees l

Following our initial sampling efforts in 1990, *e began an extensive systematic

sampling during the next four years, specifically target*hng long-lived Douglas-fir and

ponderosa pine trees found growing at two locations oh the surface of the Bandera Lava

Flow (Figure I ): ( I ) along the perimeter of the lava tube just south and west of Bandera

Crater, and (2) northeast of Cerro Rendija, a site oo* iktto*n as the Lindsey site. We con-

firmed what Lindsey (1951) had previously described fegarding the unusual growth forms

of individual trees. Most Dougtas-fir trees are short, sbldom more than eight meters in

height, are very wide at the base, and often exhibit a npar-horizontal spiral grain (Figures 2

and 3). These traits are usually indicative of great agelin conifers (Schulman, 193?). We

found ponderosa pine trees to be similarly influenced by O.lava substrate. On the

McCartys Lava Flow, west of The Narrows and surrorfnding McCartys Crater, the forest

consists of stunted pine trees that rarely reach three rieten in height (Figure 4). Howeveq

the pines can reach great heights in well-watered areab off tlie lava flow, such as the Two

Kipukas and Cerro Bandera areas.

To obtain tree-ring samples from living trees, {e used increment borers (a hollow

metal tube screwed into the tree) to extract pencil-thiS cores of wood from the old-aged

conifers. The coring process removes very little living wood tissue, and the sampled tree

rapidty seals the small wound in a few weeks

Sampling the Remnant Wood in the Malpais

Initially, we concentrated on the living old-ageb conifen, but soon discovered

numerous samples of old wood lying on the lava surfalce that appeared to be well-preserved

(Figures 5 and 6). To extend the tree-ring calendar b{ck in time, dendrochronologists often



sample dead wood, then match the outer pattern of wide and narrow tree rings from this

dead wood with the identical pattern from the living trees Matching the unique patterns of

rings to date samples of unknown age is a technique known as crossdating, which uses both

graphical and statistical methods to ensure exact year assignment to each individual tree

ring (Stokes and Smiley, 1968; Holmes, 1983). The malpais contained an abundance of

such remnant wood that we knew we could use to extend our climate reconstruction even

further back in time.

Using an increment borer on the remnant wood was not feasible because the brittle

wood repeatedly breaks inside the increment borer. Therefore, we used a chainsaw to

remove complete and partial cross-sections from Douglas-fir and Bonderosa pine logs and

smaller pieces of remnant wood- During sampling, we were careful to remove most traces

of our activity so that future visitors would be unaware of our activity.

Ages of the Malpais Trees

Once all samples had been mounted and sanded, we used a microscope to view the

tree rings and graphically crossdate all tree rings from all cores and cross-sections. We

learned that El Malpais National Monument contained some of the oldest living trees, as

well as the oldest sections of remnant wood, ever dated in the greater American Southwesl

The two oldest living Douglas-fir trees, samples BIC-63 (inside ring date of A.D. 719) and

CRE-37 (inside ring date of AD. lCflz), are the oldest confirmed, crossdated individuals for

this species yet discovered in North America (Table l). We found numerous Douglas-fir

trees growing on the Bandera Lava Flow with ages in excess of 600 years. Given the very

small area that we sampled, we believe that the malpais likely contains several individual

Douglas-hr trees more than 1,000 years old The living trees gave us a continuous, well-

replicated tree-ring chronolory back to A D. 719, but the number of trees in our sample

with rings prior to AD. 1000 was low. A climate reconstruction based solely on living trees

4



would not have been reliable prior to A.p. t000. 
i

The remnant wood solved this problem. The fifst remnant specimen collected was

sample CRE46, a section from the base of a ponderosa pine tree that once grew in the

malpais (Figure 6). Neither modern collection chronologres nor archaeological reference

dating chronologies from New Mexico sites could dateithis sample. We had to turn to

longer and older archeological tree-ring chronologies {rom outside the state, specifically

those from Canyon de Chelly (Arizona) and Durango (Colorado). This decision was both

crucial and fortunate, because eventually we were abl$ to date this tree back to the year

AD. I I I using the Durango reference tree-ring chronQlogy. No site from New Mexico

contained trees old enough to help crossdate this one lample because no reference material

this old had been previously collected- We had, with this one high-quality, well-preserved

specimen, a sample of a tree older than any other yet gollected in New Mexico.

The effort to extend the malpais tree-ring chro{rology back in time continued as

sample after sample of remnant wood dated prior to {D. 1000, very effectively linking the

living tree chronology with the remnant wood chronol[gy. Eventually, we collected sec-

rions from 28 trees that had tree-ring sequences that eftended prior to AD. 1000 (Tab[e2),

either Arizona or New Mexico Unfortunately, we c not include the innermost 64 rings

from this sample in the final chronology because they

ring measuremenL

too compressed for accurate

We made another breakthrough during that sa e field trip in the summer of 1993.

more than any other site, archaeological or modern, c{llected in the Southwest The most

remarkable remnant sample collected was CRE-148,4 section from a Douglas-fir log found

at the Lindsey site on July 25, 1993. This tree, now knbwn as the Bannister Tree in honor of

eminent dendrochronologist Dr. Bryant Bannister, ha{ an inside tree ring crossdated to 200

B.C. and an outer ring dated to A.D. 550, making this furrently the oldest dated wood in

V[e had previously concentrated our sampling to only Douglas-fir and ponderosa pine trees



because wood from these two species was by far the easiest to crossdate. We collected a

cross-section from a remnant Rocky Mountain juniper (Juniperus scopuloram) tree found

near the lava tube just south of Bander Crater, and were surprised at the ease with which

this sample dated This tree also provided us with a continuous tree-ring sequence extend-

ing from A.D. 318 to A.D. 1459. A cross-section cut later from another Rocky Mountain

juniper log, sample CRE-175, showed this tree had germinated on the Bandera Lava Flow

in the year 29 B.C. This tree then lived a remarkable 1,888 years until the year AD. 1859

when it died, making this the oldest known tree to have lived in the American Southwest

(Figure 7). We are confident that the malpais contains 2,000 year old individual living

juniper trees, and perhaps eveo older ones as well We hope to eventually collect addition-

al juniper specimens from the malpais to complete a well-replicated juniper tree-ring

chronology.

After several years of continuous tree-ring dating, we eventually dated 248 Douglas-

fir and ponderosa pine tree-ring series We averaged together anoual indices of tree grovrth

derived from the raw measurements, a process known in dendrochronology as chronology

building (Fritts, 1976), to develop a2,129 year long tree-ring chronology back to 136 B.C.

The malpais tree-ring chronology is currently the longest single-site chronology in the

greater Am erican Southwest

Developing the Climate Reconstruction

Before we could reconstruct climate, we first had to determine to which climatic

variables the trees were responding Using correlation and response function analyses,

statistical techniques commonly used by dendroclimatologists (Fritts, 1976), we found the

strongest relationship between tree growth and total precipitation extending from July of

the previous year to July of the current yea\ a period commonly termed in hydrology as a
'water yearn as opposed to a calendric year. This relationship indicates the malpais trees



are responding more to hydrological factors rather tha[ to direct climatic factors because

the lava flows tend to retain water year-round. This llng response was fortunate because it

allowed us to reconstruct annual total precipitation ra(her than rainfall for only one season,

such as winter or spring l
The reconstruction was carried out by fust cali$rating widths of tree rings with

annual (July-July) precipitation for the malpais area ojver ttre historic period when weather

records were kept (1895 to 1992). The calibration wal conducted using ordinary least

squares regression to develop a linear equation that p{edicted annual rainfall for any par-

ticular year from the tree-ring width for the same year.| Essentially, the statistical calibra-

tion allows us to say that a tree-ring width of so many frillimeters resulted from annual

precipitation totaling a specific amounL Once the calipration was completed, we then

reconstructed annual rainfall for the malpais area for the entire length of the tree-ring

chronology, back to 136 B.C.

The Climate of the Malpais Area over the Past 2,1[O Years

A smooth cunre fit through the climate reconstiuction revealed that climate in

northwestern New Mexico between 136 B.C. and A.Dl 1992 was dominated by seven alter-

nating, long-term periods of above normal and below hormal rainfall (Figure 8; Table 3)

that correspond very well with long-term fluctuations feconstructed from other paleoenvi-

ronmental reconstnrctions (Euler et aL, 1979). These 
llonS-term 

periods also provide addi-

tional information on past environmental changes thaf may have affected, changed, or

altered the behavioral characteristics of the populatiofrs that lived in northwestern New

Mexico during the last 2,100 years. Our results also p{ovide an opportunity to independent-

ly compare the malpais tree-ring feconstnlction with $aleoenvironmental reconstructions

for the Four Corners area developed using other techpiques, based on geomorphic, archeo-

logical, and stratigraphic evidence of past environmerital change (Euler et aL, 1979).



A period of above normal rainfall occurred between A.D. 8l and257 that corre-

sponds very well with a fluvial maximum that occurred in the Four Corners area of the

Southwest prior to A.D. 230 (Euler et aL, 1979). In some portions of the Four Corners

area, such as southeastern Utah and southwestern Colorado,local populations increased

during this period (Dean, Doelle, and Orcutt, 1994). However, this favorable period was

followed by the most severe of any long-term drought period (AD. 258 - 520) in the last

2,129 years. Tree growth during this period was noticeably reduced, especially beginning

near AD. 350. Euler et aL (1979) and Dean et aL (1985) reported that a prolonged hydro'

logic minimum occurred between AD. 250 - 450 that corresponds very well with this pro'

longed drought Interestingly, the differentiation of the three major Southwestern cultures,

Hohokam, Mogollon, and Anasazi, accelerated during this unfavorable period (Gumerman

and Gell-Mann, 1994), suggesting that differentiation, migration, and other changes in

behavioral patterns may have occurred as a means to cope with changing environmental

conditions

Between A.D. 100 and 550, the population for the entire greater Southwest showed

little change, after which a dramatic increase occurred, especially in the Colorado Plateau

area (Dean, Doelle, and Orcutt, 1994). The malpais climate reconstruction shows that a

major transition in climate occurred beginning near AD. 550 when annual rainfall in-

creased to extremely high levels between AD. 521 and 660. During this favorable period,

Basketmaker populations increased throughout the Four Corners region, especially in

southwestern Colorado and southeastern Utah, the Kayenta area, and the San Juan Basin

(Dean, Doelle, and Orcutt" 1994). This very favorable period was then followed by a long-

term period of below normal rainfall between A.D. 661 and 1023. Interestingly, the Ances-

tral Puebloan population continued to increase during this unfavorable period, indicating

that long-term, low-frequency fluctuations in climate had little influence on regional popu-



lations (Dean et al., 1985). Other studies (Schoenwettlr, 1970; Eddy, 1974;Euler et aL,

1979) also confirm that a hydrologic minimum o..urr"{ between A.D. 661 and 1023.

Favorable climate conditions returned between [,.o. rOZ+ and 1398, a period that

corresponds very well with above normal hydrologic.o[,dition, reconstructed by Euler et

at (1979)- However, two major short-term droughts ocfurred during this period that doubt-

less had prolonged effects on the Ancestral Puebloan R[Rulation A secondary hydrologic

minimum and its corresponding drought are clearly recfnstructed near AD. I150. Dean et

al (1985) observed that this drought played an importaht rote in Anasazi population shifu

and abandonmenl Cultural centers at the Virgin Brandh area, Grand Canyon, northern

Black Mesa, Red Rock Valley and Chaco Canyon werelall depopulated around AD. 1150.

Following this drought" favorable conditions ret$rned to the Four Corners area for

the next 100 yean, during which time the Ancestral eulbloan people made important cul-

tural advances and achievements Population densities,] UaseO on the number of sites,

habitation units, or artifacts within the ruins, peaked in nearly all areas around AD. 1250.

However, a second majorshort-term drought occurred fetween AD. 1269 - 1296, also

known as the "Great Drought" (Douglass, 1931; Baldwir{r, 1935). This period "... undoubted-

ly contributed substantially to the widespread abandonrhent and population redistributions

of the late thirteenth century" (Dean et aL, 1985). Duripg the previous 100 years, Ancestral

Pueblo populations had peaked and agriculture had intdnsiFred, further strengthening a

sedentary lifestyle. Once the climate deteriorated, rainfall became less reliable to a culture

now more than ever dependent on rainfall. This may htrve contributed to the overall

depopulation of major Ancestral Pueblo occupation ardas that occurred around A.D. 1300.

After AD. 1400, a long-term period of below noimal rainfall occurred that lasted

until approximately AD. 1800, tle longest of any of tfrf seven long-term periods Howev-

er, climate began deteriorating as early as the "Great Dfought" in the late 1200's, and wide-

spread abandonment of Ancestral Pueblo areas occu.re[, perhaps in response to these



unfavorable environmental conditions. Interestingly, large settlements became established

in areas with more reliable water supplies, such as the Mogollon Highlands area, the Hopi

Mesas, the Zuni area, and the Rio Grande area, perhaps as a means for large populations

to cope with these unfavorable climatic conditions. This aggregation by local populations

was fortunate because, during this period, the worst and most severe of any of the short-

term (less than 50 years in length) droughts occurred between AD. 1566 and 1608 (D'Arri-

go and Jacoby, 1991), a drought that more appropriately earns the name "Great DroughL"

The last of the seven long-term periods, a period of very high rainfall, began around

AD. 1800 and is lasting well into this century. This current period is the wettest since the

period between A. D. 521 and 660, illustrated by the fact that the 1800's have the distinction

of being the only century when no severe short-term drought occurred. Below normal

rainfall did occurin certain individual years, such as 1806, 1819, 1822,1U7,1851, and 18E0,

but these were very short-lived droughts. A major short-term drought did not occur until

between AD. 1950 to 1964, also one of the worst droughts in the last2,l29 years. Howev-

er, rainfall following this severe drought has been unprecedented in the last 2,000 years,

and researchers believe a dramatic shift in oceanic-atnospheric circulation patterns oc-

curred that may be responsible for this increased rainfall (Miller et aL, 1994). More rainfall

occurred between 1978 and 1992 than in any other 15 year period during the last 2,129

years

Conclusions and Recommendations

The malpais trees revealed that climate over the last 2,100 years has alternated

between several long-term periods of above normal and below normal rainfall These

climatic changes must have had some impact on behavioral characteristics of the popula-

tions that lived in the Four Corners area of the Southwest during the last z,ln years The

worst long-term drought occurred between AD. 258 - 520, and may have accelerated the

l 0



differentiation of populations into the three major cultlrral traditions. The change to the

sedentary lifestyle during the Basketmaker III stage ocpurred during a period of highly

favorable climate between A.D. 521 - 660, but populatilons continued to increase even

during the unfavorable climate between AD. 661 - l0 
r23.

The worst short-term droughts during periods of population increase occurred

between AD. 1133 - 1161, and AD. l27l - 1297,the latter being the "Great Drought" Both

droughts occurred during a long-term period when rair{fall was generally abundant, be-

tween AD. l(D4 and 1398. This suggests that favorablp environmental conditions may

have aided the technological advances made during thls period, and caused an unprece-

dented increase in Ancestral Puebloan populations These high populations could not be

supported during the mid-l2th century and late-13th c0ntury droughts The worst short-

term drought overall occurred between AD. 1566 - 1608, but major population centers had

become established near more reliable water sources dnd were better able to cope with this

severe droughL

The paleoclimate history revealed by the malpdis trees, and the unique environment

in which these trees live, emphasizes that these old-aeid conifers are a natural resource

unlike any other in the National Park system of the U{ited States. Their longevity empha-

sizes that the seemingly "stressful" environment offerep by the malpais is perhaps not so

much "stressful" as it is protective. Obviously, the Dorlglas-fir and ponderosa pine trees

find the lava flows quite hospitable. They have been dble to establish, mature, and propa-

gate on the lava flows for at least 2,000 years and perh[ps much longer. The lava flows,

especially the Bandera Flow, afford a very protective fnvironment, because lack of soil

development and subsequent grass cover inhibit fire ofcurrence. Erosion processes are

retarded because water rapidly infiltrates into the porQus lava- Wild and domestic grazing

animals (with the exception of the bighorn sheep) do dot venture into the interior of these

l l



lava flows, and humans tend to collect wood only near the edges of the rugged lava surface.

Because the malpais region has been incorporated into the National Park system,

these living trees and the remnant wood lying on the lava surfaces are guaranteed contin-

ued protection- Precautionary measures should be taken to ensure the trees of the malpais

are not destroyed during any developmental activities, such as road or highway clearing,

building construction, or cutting for fence posts. The abundant remnaot wood samples

should be protected from being collected for fuelwood, cut for fenceposts, and from being

consumed in future prescribed burns We all should treat the living trees and remnant

pieces of wood found lying on the lava surface with the same respect and consideration

given aoy extremely rare natural resource found in the nation's national parks. Additional-

ly, there is a need for public education on the uniqueness and scientific value of the dead

and living trees in the malpais to ensure their continued protection

In the future, we would like to collect additional remnant wood samples to eventual-

ly extend the malpais tree-ring chronology farther back into the pre-Christian Period and

beyond The possibility exists that we can eventually develop a 3,000 year long tree-ring

chronology (back to 1000 B.C.), and learn more about past short-term and long-term cli-

mate fluctuations that may have impacted the local populations The possibility of develop-

ing such a multi-millennia length tree-ring chronology currently does not exist elsewhere in

the greater Southwest In the future, we would like to specifically target remnants from

Rocky Mountain junipers because these trees are highly resistant to decay, they are abun-

dant throughout the malpais, and they are extremely long-lived. We believe the junipers of

the malpais hold the key to extending our knowledge of the climate of the Southwest over

the past 3,000 years.
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TABLE l. Inner and outer rings dates (AD.) oflthe ten oldest living trees sampled
in the malpais. All samples are from Douglas-fri trees.

Number Sample ID Inner Ring I Outer Ring Length

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

DF
PP
PP
DF
PP
PP
PP
DF
DF
DF

550
2t6
456
734
525
610
874
1089
1349
t16/.

Dl
Dl
Dl
D1
Di
DJ

A.
A
A
A.
A.
A
A
A.
A
A.

I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

BIC 63
CRE 3?
CRE I21
BCS 06
BCS 09
BIC 30
BFL 01
BIC 06

CRE 59
CRE 29

719
1062
ll47
1235
t256
1288
1293
t294
t298
1316

1992
1990
t992
r991
1990
r989
1990
1989
1991
r990

1274yts
929
846
757
735
702
698
696
694
675

TABLE 2. Inner and outer ring dates of the ten]oldest sections of remnant Douglas-
flu (DF) and ponderosa pine (PP) wood that extend prior to AD. 1000.

Number Sample ID Inner Ring Out Ring Lengtl Species

cRE 148
cRE 184
CRE 46
CRE I17
cRE I  l0
CRE 186
cRE 109
BTC74

CRE 45
cRE 174

200 B.c.
AD. 103
aD.  l l l
A .D.  l l8
A.D. 128
A.D. 502
A.D.567
A.D.589
A.D.599
A. D. 664

751 yrs
114
345
6t7
398
109
308
501
751
501



TABLE 3. Long-term periods of above normal (AN) and below normal (BN) rain-
fall since AD. 100 in northwestern New Mexico based on the malpais reconstruc-
tion.

Period Duration Length Sample Depthr

AN-I
BN-2
AN-2
BN-3
AN-3
BN4
AN4

A.D.81-257
A.D.258-520
A.D.52r-660
aD.661-1023
A.D. 1024-1398
A.D. 1399-1790
A.D. t79t-1992

177 yrs
263
140
363
375
392
202

6-r4
5-12
5-12

l l-38
38-85

85-r22
l8-l 14

l. Minimum and maximum number of measured series



(HF), and Cerro Rendija (CR). Triangles ddnote prominent volcanic vents.

Figure 2. A living Douglas-fir tree, CRE-37, shpwing the tlpical gowth form for

Douglas-fir trees found on the lava flows. CRE-37 dates to A.D. 1062.

Figure 3. A living Douglas-fir tree, BIC{3, shdwing an atypical growth form in
l

which the main stem has died, yet the root slstem remains intact and supports a

Douglas-fir lateral branch regrowth- This trbe has an inside ring date of AD. 719,

and is currently the oldest known living Roc[y Mountain Douglas-fir tree in

North America.

Figure l. El Malpais National Monument, sholVing locations of the Cerro Rendija

East (or Lindsey) site (l) and the Bandera tde Cave site (2) in the Bandera Lava
j

Flow (BF). Other lava flows include Twin Cfaters (TCF), McCartys (MF), Hoya

Figure 4. A living ponderosa pine tree on the McCartys Lava Flow, showing the

stunted and contorted growth form typical !f pine trees growing on this lava flow.

F IGURE CAPTIONS:

Figure 5. A remnant of a Douglas-fir tree, santple CRE-51, found lying on the sur-

face of the Bandera Lava Flow. This samplB has an inside ring date of AD. 706.



Figure 6. A remnant of a ponderosa pine tree, sample CRE46, found lying on the

surface of the Bandera Lava Flow. This sample has an inside ring date of A-D.

I  I  l .

Figure 7. Cross-section of a remnant Rocky Mountain juniper, sample CRE-175.

This juniper germinated in approxima tely 29 B.C. and died in A D. 1859, making

this the oldest known tree to have lived in the American Southwesl

Figure 8. The final reconstnrction of total annual (July-July) precipitation for the

period 136 B.C. - AD. 1992 reconstructed from the malpais trees, represented as

a smooth curve fit through tle actual yearly reconstructed values The curve

accentuates long-term (greater than 100 years) trends in past climate. Sections on

tle curve above or below the 1.1 level (dashed lines) are considered very wet or

very dry climate periods
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List of Aquatic Plants in the Reference Resaca on Sanchez Tract

Borrichia frutescens (Sea Ox-Ey eDaisy),/

Cyperus articulatus (Bwhead) y/

Echinodorus rostratus (Burhead$

Eleocharis acicularis (Spikerush) r,/

Heliohopium wp. / /
Heteranthera liebmannii (Water Starerass /,

Lycium carolinianum (Carolina Wolfberry) /

Marsilea macropoda (W}rr Clover) .r/

Mimosa pigra (Zama) V 
/

Monanthochloe littoralis (Shoregrass)./

Parkinsonia aculeata (Retama) "/

Paspalum tividum (Long Tom) -e{

Phyla strigulosafl 
/

Prosopis reptans (Tornillo)./ 
,

Rumex chrysocarpus (Dock V 
I

Spartina spartinae (Gulf Cordgrass) J
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List of Aquatic Plants in the Palo AItc ^\!,clc

Borrichia frutescens (Sea Ox-Eye Daisy)

Cyperus articulatus @urhead)

Duckweed

Echinodorus rosfratus @urhead)

Eleocharis acicularis (Spikerush)

Lycium carolinianum (Carolina Wolfberry)

Marsilea macropoda (Water Clover)

Parkinsonia aculeata @etama)

Paspalum lividum (Long Tom)

Prosopis reptans (Tornillo)



Rumex chrysocarpus (Dock)

Spartina spartinae (Gulf Cordgrass)

Tlpha domingensis (Cattail)




